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feature: very robust algorithms for accurate reading of notation. the prodigy engine integrates over 2000 musical symbols from over 900 scales, arpeggios, triplets, and over 150 keys of music. it can recognize bars, chord changes, rests, acolours, clefs, staves, and more. instrument notation: tabulature, organs, acoustics, wind, percussion and keyboard instruments. export of
scores to musicxml and midi files. musitek smartscore x2 xtract is the easy way to correct, transpose, and print music online. the software is a standalone program that, unlike other plug-ins, is not dependent on any other applications. the application lets you transpose by any scale or key in any position. simply enter the desired key, choose the scale, and its done! you can
create style sheets to automatically transpose all the music you transpose, all the time. when you print, you can choose the music and the transposition. when you print, the key of every music is changed. the keys are automatically generated. track the performance of every transposition you make. and print your music instantly. the ability to print any pdf document is most
welcome. pdf documents can be printed to standard size paper. you can also print standard size pages to any sizes you want. you can easily add text to a pdf document. this lets you attach notes, chords, and other notations to any music score. you can even use musicxml on your music to make it completely portable! musitek smartscore x2 xtract is the first fully functional
scorewriter and pdf printer in the world. this unique application lets you transpose and print any pdf document instantly. use the features of smartscore to read any pdf document and make any corrections, transpose any score in seconds, and print to music format. there are no limitations to the size of any pdf document. in addition, the new songbook and guitar book styles
allow for automatic drum accompaniment and play along feature. all together, these features make the musitek smartscore x2 xtract the world's first professional scorewriter! smartscore xtract is perfect for any musician with applications such as pdf documents, music scores, guitars and basses, drummers, teachers, singers, pastors, and church musicians. features include: -
read all pdf documents in their original format including pdfs with images such as logos, illustrations, textures, and backgrounds. - read and print music scores containing text, rhythm, and solo lines. - a sophisticated and completely unique scorewriter. prints pdf documents instantaneously. transpose any music in seconds. create styles with the ability to transpose any music

and print to any music format. - guitar and bass book styles, two guitar or bass styles including automatic drum accompaniment. - professional grade drum accompaniment with feature on mute or solo. - command-line interface makes it easy to create automated processes.
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it is indispensable for transcribers, arrangers, educators, and music ministers. whether you are using it to export scores to another notation program or using it entirely on its own, there is very
little smartscore 64 can't do. download the demo and discover its powers for yourself. not only does smartscore identify your music, it'll tell you what key it's in and how to transpose it to the

correct key for any performance. you can even change your score to match the tempo of the song with the dynamic transposition feature. with smartscore, you can easily and accurately write out
a script for an upcoming production. for example, you can easily write out a scene, add a musical cue, transpose it, and change a few notes. then, you can easily playback what you've written out.

smartscore 64 pro will even transpose your music to the correct key for any performance. you can even change the tempo of the music for any performance with the dynamic transposition
feature. and, it's even smart enough to recognize different sets of lyrics for any performance. of course, smartscore pro can save your score in musicxml or simplescore format. you can also export

your score as a pdf file. the pdf file can be edited by any pdf editor. there are even features in the pdf editor that will let you transpose your score to any key, print the score, add notes to the
score, or even write out a script for a production. smartscore x2 pro has all the features found in the smartscore x2 academic edition, plus many more features and functions. these include
automatic string part detection for any instrument, variable transposition, flexible page format including performance-ready notation, pdf export, output to: pdf, word, excel, google docs,

openoffice.org, itunes, cds, etc. simple drag-and-drop editing of music notation, and the ability to make song-wide edits. the smartscore x2 professional edition includes the full set of prodigy
engine features and new technology, as well as a set of free concert band and orchestral instrument sounds in standard and "head" positions. musitek's new prodigy engine is at the heart of

smartscore x2. it's the most powerful score-scanning engine ever built. using this engine, smartscore x2 can detect more notes than any other music recognition software on the market. import
music from any location, including mp3, wav and midi files. 5ec8ef588b
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